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Conferences
Producer Meetings

16 RULE CHANGES
Eighteen years in the making

CORRECTIONS
We regret the mistake on page 4 of the Fall 2018
printed Natures Focus article “A New Face to
NICS,” which read:
“After a series of back and”
The cut-off sentence should have read:
“After a series of back and forth communications, the
NOP granted approval to allow NICS clients use of
the new logo as the ‘certified organic by’ (COB)
statement on their company labels.”

THE VIEW FROM HERE:
Elizabeth Tigan, Certification Manager
In the Summer 2018 Nature’s Focus article “We Are the
Stakeholders,” I detailed the role of the National Organic
Standards Board (NOSB) in directing National Organic
Program (NOP) rule changes and clarifications, and how
each of us can influence the NOSB’s agenda. This past
October, I had the pleasure of attending an NOSB meeting
with my colleague from NICS, Dan Kaatz. While Dave Engel
attended many NOSB meetings over the years, it has been a
while since a NICS representative attended the forum. We
found the fall 2018 NOSB meeting to be both an engaging
and informative experience.
For those who may have missed the Summer 2018 NOSB
article, or would like a quick refresher, the NOSB is a Federal
Advisory Committee that makes recommendations on issues
involving the organic regulations and management of the
NOP. The NOSB meets in the fall and the spring of each
year, and in between meetings the board works in six
different subcommittees (and a task force or two depending
on the workload). The current subcommittees are: Crops,
Materials, Livestock, Handling, Compliance, Accreditation
and Certification, and Policy Development. A main focus of
the NOSB is to review items for the sunset process of the
National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances.
While attendance at an NOSB meeting isn’t something
every organic operationcan can achieve, participation is
highly encouraged. At the October meeting, we watched
more than twelve farmers from Costa Rica request ethylene
gas be kept on the National List, because it is necessary to
ensure a consistent pineapple harvest. We also watched a
number of people request an allowance for paper pots, while
others commented about the adoption of stronger
regulations regarding the origin of livestock.
NOSB recommendations are an important part of the
evolving NOP regulations, and the reality is that the process
takes time. When I was thinking about how to convey the
timeline used by the NOP in regard to the recommendations
made by the NOSB, a particular story came to mind: The
dairy farm I worked on for many years had an eccentric vet
who could do things like guess the exact day a cow had been
bred during pregnancy checks and roll a cow around to
untwist stomachs - he was really great. He had this theory he
called the “3 Day and 10 Day Rule” - his theory about how
cows and humans learned things together. To understand his
theory, let’s take an example where you are trying to
rearrange the cows in the barn, and you need Clover to go to
a different stall. You – the human – make the decision and
then you spend three days training yourself to remember to
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put Clover in her new stall. On the third day, you know what
to do. You You made a decision, you figured out what to do,
and now you’re doing it Well confound it if that Clover is not
so quick a study! She takes three times longer than you to
make the change part of her routine, but by the tenth day,
she has finally found her new stall on her own. Similarly,
once organic stakeholders have had an opportunity to
present their requests to the NOSB, the NOP takes their time,
gathers information, and puts the requests and
recommendations through their paces. This takes
considerable time and effort since we are talking about
changes to actual laws.
As our program grows and the term “organic” holds
more market sway and esteem, the direction of the NOP and
the stakeholder responsibility to comment and help shape
the program has become more valuable to us and our
farmers. We want to make sure farmers retain their voice in
the process, no matter what position NOP leaders take. We
would like to welcome our clients to consider NICS a partner
in the role of active stakeholder in the NOP. As a company,
we are working toward the ability to spend the time and
effort it takes to provide comment to the NOSB, and we
would like to include you, our clients, in this process.
As a part of our quarterly newsletter, we will do our
best to alert you to any current opportunities for comment
and the topics under consideration. The spring NOSB
meeting takes place at the beginning of April in Seattle, WA.
The Federal Register Docket has not yet opened for
comments at this time, but we expect that it will be open at
least 30 days before the comment period is over. There have
also been opportunities to comment through a webinar and
as always, comments are accepted on-site at the meetings,
should you or a representative (such as NICS), be able to
make it to the meeting in person.
It takes time to impact change on a program level;
moving through all of the steps and paying close attention to
the details of the situation can bring success. At the meeting
this past October, Jenny Tucker, the NOP Deputy
Administrator, let us know we can expect a new proposed
rule in the spring of 2019, that will focus on strengthening
organic enforcement. The work behind this rule has been
happening for years in response to changes in our global
traceability system. As a part of a proposed rule, the process
allows an opportunity for comment. If this is something of
interest to you, please contact the NICS office to find out
how you can participate in the commenting process.
Together, our efforts can and do (eventually) make a
difference!
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IN THE PIPELINE
2018 Farm Bill Signed to Law:
Implications for Organic
Paper Pots 2.0

On December 20, 2018, President Donald Trump signed the
2018 Farm Bill to law, after passage by Congress earlier in the
month. The Organic Trade Association (OTA) called the new Farm
Bill a “major policy win” for organic. An OTA comparison of
organic funding in the 2014 and 2018 Farm Bills is shown below.

Elizabeth Tigan, Certification Manager
The organic community has been waiting with
bated breath to find out if the NOP will continue to
allow the use of paper pots and the paper pot
transplanting system. In February 2018, the NOP sent
a letter to all certifiers letting us know that they had
reviewed paper pots and the paper pot transplanting
system and found it to be a noncompliant use of
paper. Upon this decision, certifiers were directed to
inform our producers that paper pots would not be
allowed after 2018.
Fast forward to the National Organic Standards
Board (NOSB) meeting in Saint Paul, MN in October
2018. The NOSB and meeting participants were
overwhelmed with requests to keep paper pots as a
viable resource and tool for use in organic cropping
systems. There were over 90 written comments
regarding the use of paper pots, and comments from
the two public comment webinars that took place
were numerous. At the end of the meeting, the NOSB
issued a unanimous resolution to the NOP
requesting continued allowance of paper pots while
the NOSB considers the petition for use.
On November 5th, the NOP issued a letter
notifying certifiers the NOP will continue to allow
the use of paper pots until such time as the paper
pots can be fully reviewed and an informed decision
made. NICS has allowed paper pots as a crop tool
since they were first requested and will continue to
allow them for use at this time. Stay tuned for future
updates as the saga continues to unfold. If you are a
producer who uses paper pots, please let us know;
we would like to be able to continue to support you!
There will be another opportunity for comments to
the NOSB regarding paper pots. We want to make
sure your voice is heard.

continued on page 7
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ORGANIC FRAUD and CONSEQUENCES:
What Happens After?
Jenna Miller, Staff Inspector/Certification Specialist
It has been a full year and a half since reports of
fraudulent organic grain imports hit the mainstream media.
Millions of pounds of fraudulent organic grain was imported
from Eastern Europe, Russia, and Turkey, culminating in a
large investigation in 2017. But what has happened to these
investigations since then?
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The AMS and the NOP were permitted a response, in
which they proposed measures to minimize the recurrence
of fraudulent organic imports. The agencies proposed to
have all changes in place by July 2018. After implementing
appropriate update and safeguard measures, NOP officials
presented a webinar to inform certifiers of the changes, as
well as the proper line of incoming paperwork to verify
It may be common for organic scandals to make the
when a certified organic product is
news, but rarely does the follow up nab
imported. The goal is that through
Organic Fraud Investigative Hierachy
equal public attention. In the case of
strengthened communication with
organic fraud, it is helpful to
other government agencies (such
Office of Inspector
understand
the
bureaucratic
as the Port Aurhority and CBP,)
General
hierarchy charged with organic
organic
fraud
can
be
(OIG)
fraud investigations (see figure
of the USDA
identified more quickly,
at right). Though not likely to
thereby preventing the
make headlines, the organic
introduction
of
Agricultural Marketing Service
investigation
process
fraudulent
organic
(AMS)
includes an audit of each
imports
into
the
investigative partner at
marketplace.
each step of the
Members of NICS
process. These audits
staff participated
National Organic Program
can
provide
in the webinar
(NOP)
v a l u a b l e
in
early
information in
N o ve m b e r
terms of where
2018.
breakdowns
Accredited Certification Agencies (ACAs)
occur in the
i.e. NICS
system and
what
this
means
for
Individual Certified Operations
preventing
(farmers, processors, etc)
fraud.

FALLOUT
FROM GRAIN IMPORT FRAUD
In July 2017, the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
published its audit of the Agricultural Marketing Service
(AMS), and subsequently of the National Organic Program
(NOP). Nearly half of the report dealt with organic import
documentation and monitoring. In the published audit, the
OIG found that on-the-ground US Agencies dealing firsthand with imports and exports had been unaware of any
additional documentation they must verify for certified
organic shipments. In other words, although the Port
Authority and Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) reviewed
all appropriate documentation for phytosanitary standards
and import verifications, they were unaware that the NOP
has its own requirements for incoming certified organic
shipments.

WHAT ABOUT DOMESTIC FRAUD?
Two and a half years have likewise passed since
fraudulent organic alfalfa seed was uncovered and the
operation was penalized. Have any other operations been
found guilty of organic fraud?
Domestically, certifiers and the NOP continue to work
diligently to identify and pursue fraud. A large fraudulent
grain scheme was recently uncovered and prosecuted in
northeast Iowa in which three farmers pled guilty to
knowingly selling conventional grains and grains grown on
certified organic fields using prohibited methods to an
elevator between 2010-2017. The multi-year scheme
generated a minimum of $10.9 million in sales to Jericho
Solutions, which has a presence in Ossian, Iowa. Jericho
continued on page 7
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WHAT’S THE SCOOP ON SALES?
David Hettenbach, Staff Inspector

We ask producers for all types of records, sometimes
with varying degrees of success. In the spirit of using our
newsletter to help better inform all of you of organic
requirements regarding record keeping, this article will
attempt to demystify the sales records requirement.

SALES & THE ORGANIC REGULATIONS
NICS’ request for sales information is based on a few
different rules in the organic regulations. §205.103(b)(2)
states that organic producers must keep records that “Fully
disclose all activities and transactions of the certified operation in
sufficient detail as to be readily understood and audited,.” and
§205.400(e) states that any person seeking to receive or
maintain organic certification must “submit the applicable
fees charged by the certifying agent.” Basically, these rules
state that all producers who wish to be certified must
maintain sales documentation that is complete, auditable,
and also must submit the applicable fees to NICS based on
the NICS fee schedule. When reviewing sales information,
NICS inspectors are looking for a few things: (1) to provide
final reviewers with the information they need to determine
whether the correct certification/user fees have been paid
(§205.400(e)), and (2) to determine whether producers are
keeping records in a manner that fully discloses all
transactions in sufficient detail to be readily understood and
audited by NICS (§205.103(b)(2)).

PREVIOUS CALENDAR YEAR SALES
Producers often question why sales documentation
needs to be reviewed at inspection when sales figures are
reported on the update OSP and as user fees. Well,
inspectors are checking the actual documentation used to
report these sales, whether that is an internal document used
to track sales, such as the Harvest/Sales Summary provided
in your recordkeeping packet, or settlement slips from
buyers. NICS requests only the previous years sales
documentation to ensure that correct user fees were paid for
the previous year and for the sake of simplicity. Since
inspections often take place midway through the calendar
year, it is not possible for NICS to determine whether correct
user fees have been paid for that calendar year until the
inspection the following year when the remainder of the
previous year’s sales information can be collected. At your
2018 inspection NICS inspectors requested all sales
documentation for the 2017 calendar year and at your 2019
inspection inspectors will request all sales documentation for
the 2018 calendar year.
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WHAT DO I NEED AT INSPECTION?
The final piece of the sales documentation puzzle is the
documentation actually needed for verification. Basically,
NICS needs to see gross sales information for any sale that
took place in the previous calendar year in which you
benefited from your organic certificate when making the
sale. If the product was grown in a certified organic field but
sold on the non-organic market, NICS may request to see the
sales documentation for this non-organic sale, however, no
fees would be owed to NICS for the sale. For dairy clients,
sales documentation often comes in the form of a year end
statement from the milk buyer, showing total pounds of
organic milk shipped for the entire year and total gross sales
values for all organic milk shipped. For many crop clients,
sales documentation comes as settlement tickets from the
buyer indicating the total amount of crops sold and total
gross dollar value of all crop sales. Processor and handler
sales documentation may vary a bit more, as they may have
shipping receipts showing product moved, internal
documents tracking sales, or other sales tracking records.
Regardless of the sales tracking system at your operation,
please be prepared for your inspector to view gross organic
sales documents relevant to your operation, including
amount of product sold and sales dollar value for all sales
made in the previous calendar year.
If you find yourself with questions after reading this
article, please contact NICS. We are happy to help explain
what the rule says and point you toward the necessary
documentation to verify compliance. We hope this
information will help your inspection go more smoothly
next year.

Organic Fraud and Consequences
continued from page 5

2018 Farm Bill Signed to Law
continued from page 4

Solutions then knowingly sold the nonorganic grain as
organic on the open market. The three farmers pled guilty
to felony wire fraud charges and conspiring with the
owner of Jericho Solutions. They may face prison
sentences in addition to orders to forfeit millions of dollars
in profit. The president of Jericho Solutions has not yet
been charged, but the investigation is ongoing and
criminal charges are anticipated. Jericho Solutions was
embroiled in a separate organic fraud scheme in 2007. The
entity voluntarily surrendered its organic certificate in
2017.
In addition, a tortilla chip processor in Irving, TX, was
suspended for using nonorganic ingredients in their
certified organic tortilla chips. The processor went on to
agree to a suspension of its operation in October 2014, but
a complaint to the NOP led investigators to discover the
company had continued to sell its product as certified
organic for an additional twelve months. The subsequent
investigation resulted in civil penalties of $1,826,000 for
violation of the Organic Food Production Act (OFPA). In
mid-2017, the USDA and AMS were able to reach a
Consent Decision and Order with the processor, levying
partial fines and a suspension for a set period of time.
From outside observation, it can be frustrating to
watch how quickly fraud can be committed, how long it
can take to discover, and how slow it can be to punish.
This can feel especially true when it affects the bottom line
of rule-abiding certified organic farms and processors, or
when there is a vacuum of information on what is being
done to address fraud. Please know all across the supply
chain buyers, certifiers, and upper-level agencies in the
government are working to identify and address fraud.
And when fraud cannot be dealt with nicely, criminal
and/or civil penalties can be administered.

RESOURCES
• “Consent Decision & Order: USDA OFPA Docket No 16-0108”
(July 20, 2017) ams.usda.gov. Accessed November 2018.
https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/ALJXoch
itl07202017.pdf.
• “Compliance & Enforcement/Appeals Summary” (Fiscal Year
2017) ams.usda.gov. Accessed November 2018.
https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/NOPQtrl
yEnforcementRptQ4FY17Summary.pdf.
• Roseboro, Ken. “Company Implicated in Organic Grain Fraud
Connected to Simiar Incident in 2017,” The Organic & NonGMO Report Blog (October 19, 2018): http://nongmoreport.com/company-implicated-in-organic-fraudconnected-to-similar-incident-in-2007/.

The above 2014-2018 Farm Bill comparison chart was modified
from:
“2018 Farm Bill Summary of Organic Programs and Priorities,” Organic
Trade Association (December 20, 2018): ota.com. Accessed December 2018.
https://ota.com/sites/default/files/indexed_files/SmallSeeds2018_FarmBillPr
iorities_6a.pdf
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CONTAMINATION IN ORGANIC PRODUCTION
Wade Collins, Certification Specialist

TERMS
DEFINED
GE - genetic
engineering
(noun)
Alteration of the DNA of a
cell for purposes of research,
as a means of
manufacturing animal
proteins, correcting genetic
defects, or making
improvements to plants and
animals bred by humans.

GM - genetically
modified
(adjective)
Denoting or derived from an
organizm whose DNA has
been altered for the purpose
of improvement or
correction of defects:
genetically modified food.

GMO - genetically
modified organism
(noun)
An organism or
microorganism whose
genetic materials has been
altered by means of genetic
engineering.

Definitions from dictionary.com
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You know the drill right? You want to
grow E-Zwhatabeaut, a new untreated
hybrid corn. It's lodge resistant, rust
resistant, and stain resistant – it’ll be the
only thing left standing in a hurricane - and
you just have to have it. Problem is, there
isn’t an organic E-Zwhatabeaut, or anything
like it, to be had anywhere; you've called
the three suppliers required for your
organic seed search, and they all said,
“Sorry, no such thing.” So, you’re good,
right? You can place your order? Well, not
yet - those shiny new-model corn seeds also
require non-GMO verification. And we
need
it
because
NOP regulations
specifically exclude and prohibit the
products of genetically engineered methods
- seeds, animals, and bacteria - in all
certified organic operations.
You know this however, and with EZwhatabeaut’s non-GMO verification in
hand, you begin taking the necessary steps
to protect and isolate your new corn crop
from any additional genetically engineered
(GE) contamination. You’ve spoken with
the neighboring farms to find out what they
are growing and when. You’ve cleaned
your planting and harvesting equipment
and documented it. You’ve lined up clean
transportation for your crop when it’s time
to take it to market; and you’ve even made

a plan to delay your
planting dates to try to
decrease the chance
that both your organic
crop
and
your
neighbor’s non-organic
crop will be pollinating
at the same time.
Keeping in mind that
corn pollen can travel
up to one half a mile
with a 15 mph wind1
and gets deposited at a
rate of about 0.75% at a
120 foot interval from
its source2 (with very
little getting beyond
600 feet)3, you've worked with your
certifier to put sufficient buffers in place to
separate your crop from those on
neighboring fields.
The efforts you’ve made have not
come without cost, it should be said. A
recent 2014 survey by Food and Water
Watch, in coordination with OFARM,
found that buffers, delayed planting dates,
and other GMO avoidance measures cost
organic farmers a median loss of between
$6,532 to $8,500 dollars a year4.. But with
organic corn selling an average of two to
three times that of conventional, you still
feel confident these higher production
costs will be compensated by a higher
purchase price from your buyer.
Jump cut. Harvest. Wow. You have to
admit it, your new corn really lived up to
the hype. You have a good crop – not as
good as if you hadn’t had to delay your
planting date, but you’ll take it - and your
buyer is anxious to get your sales in the
books to fulfill their European contracts.
There is just one more hoop to get through
before you close the sale, a GMO test. It
should be a breeze; you have literally been
studying for this test all year.
The results come back. You’re stunned.

The challenge of GMOs
E-Zwhatabeaut
tests
out
at
1.4%
contamination for Bt, and what’s more,
your buyer rejects delivery because the
European
markets
have
a
GMO
contamination threshold of 0.9 %. At 1.4%
contamination, you are also disqualified
from 2 of the 3 standards set by Non-GMO
Project Verified, who have set their own,
independent contamination limits of 0.25%
for crops grown for organic seed sales, 0.9%
for crops grown for human consumption,
and 5% for crops grown for animal feed.
By contrast, the NOP has not set any
contamination limits for the unintentional
presence of GMO material in the products
of certified organic operations. Organic
certification is process based - meaning, if
you follow the process outlined in your
Organic
System
Plan
(OSP),
“the
inadvertent
presence
of
genetically
modified material [will] not affect the status
of the certified operation and does not
result in loss of organic status for the
operation, provided
it was produced in
accordance with”
NOP
guidelines5.
Certification
agencies
may
request
an
investigation into
the source(s) of
contamination,
when it is found, so
that it can be
addressed
more
thoroughly when
approving updates
to your OSP, but it
is unlikely your
corn will lose its’
organic status if
you
have
been
following
your
plan. And yet, you
may not be able to
sell your corn for
the higher premium

you were expecting.
You probably won’t be the only one to
experience price and/or market issues.
The same Food and Water Watch survey
mentionedpreviously noted that half of
respondents
reporting
GMO
contamination
have
had
rejected
shipments due to GMO contamination,
with a reported median loss of $4500 per
semi load. Even more troubling, is the fact
that the associated costs of producing
organic crops in an overly saturated GMO
environment (the rejected harvests, the
buffers, the reduced yields due to delayed
planting dates) appear to be increasing
over time in numbers affected, and
severity. A 2015 report by the USDA notes
that between 2006 and 2010, two farms
self-reported GMO contamination losses
with an average loss of $6,075 per farm.
Between 2011 and 2014, however, that per
farm number had skyrocketed to $66,395,
with a total combined revenue loss (from
the
92
selfreporting farms) of
over
6
million
dollars6. That every
one
of
those
farmers
was
certified
organic
with an OSP in
place to prevent
G
M
O
contamination,
begs the question:
why
is
this
happening
when
everyone is doing
everything right?
An
organic
farmer
has
to
confront multiple
GE contamination
pathways along the
way from seed to
sale.
While
mistakes may be

POLICY
MEMO 11-13
In addition to the NOP
rule, the NOP provides a
collection of documents known
as the National Organic
Program Handbook: Guidance
and Instructions for Accredited
Certyifying
Agents
and
Certified Operations. This
handbook includes published
documents, which clarify and
instruct in areas where the
published rule may not
provide
sufficient
clarity.
Policy Memo 11-13 was first
issued April 15, 2011. Per the
description written in the
policy memo, it was created to
“…[reiterate] that the use of
GMOS is prohibited under the
NOP regulations and answers
questions that have been raised
concerning GMOS and organic
production and handling.”
Policy Memo 11-13 can be
found in full at:
https://www.ams.usda.gov/site
s/default/files/media/NOP-PM11-13-GMOClarification.pdf
Please contact the NICS
office for a hard copy of this
document if you would like to
read it in full.

continued on page 11
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WHAT IS SUFFICIENT?
Seeds

Maps
Megan Olson, Certification Specialist
With the New Year upon us comes the time to submit
annual paperwork to NICS, which is a great opportunity to
look over your maps and determine whether they are
sufficient. The two main types of maps we look at are field
maps and facility maps. Keep in mind, fields and facilities
can be included on the same map or separately, the choice is
yours.
When NICS reviews maps, whether your map is handdrawn, from the FSA, Google Earth, etc., we are looking for
clear and legible maps that include complete information.
Can someone that is not familiar with your operation locate
each field? What adjoins each field? Is the location of your
corn crib used for organic production indicated? These are
questions you should ask yourself while you are reviewing
your maps.
What does NICS look for? For field maps, each field or
farm parcel requested for certification must have distinct,
defined boundaries. The field identification and acreage
should be clearly listed for each field and match the field
identification and acreage on your Current Year Field Plan.
Any buffers that are needed should be identified, along with
adjoining land use. If you are requesting certification for a
greenhouse, include the location of the greenhouse on the
map. Be sure to also include locations for any hoop houses,
if used for organic production.
For facility maps, we are looking for clearly identified
locations where any organic animal or product may be
housed or stored. These locations may include: barns, silos,
corn cribs, other crop storage facilities, packing sheds, and
any other location you feel is pertinent to your organic
operation.
Other identifying marks we typically see on maps are
the cardinal directions (north, south, east and west), roads,
trees, ponds, streams, personal gardens, and so much more.
You may find this time of year beneficial to review your
maps or make changes on paper to the changes you made in
your fields. After all, maps are one of the few visual
representations we have of your farm!

Kris Olson, Staff Inspector/Certification Specialistri
The winter months are a great time to get paperwork
together and get started on the next cropping year. For
those of you growing crops, this usually means buying
your seeds for the upcoming season. As such, now is a
great time to discuss what your inspector will review for
seed documentation during your inspections. Hopefully,
most of you are able to purchase organic seed and only a
receipt and tag for each variety will be needed to verify that
your seed is compliant. However, as things go, dealers may
not have organic seeds with your preferred traits, they may
not have enough organic seed, or you may have ordered
organic seed but the dealer may have sent you non-organic
seed without telling you first. When these things happen, a
few more items will be required for verification.

ORGANIC SEED SEARCH
Before using non-organic seed, an Organic Seed
Search, commonly referred to as an OSS, must be
performed and documented in your records. In the rule,
the OSS is not specifically noted, but is referred to as
“commercial availability” in §205.204. This means you are
required to contact three places to try to find an organic
seed with your preferred traits, amount of seed, or seeds
with a certain quality level, such as germination or purity
of seed. Only calling a dealer to find a variety in organic
would not be sufficient, as traits that are available in certain
seed varieties might also be available in a different variety
of seed. For example, if you like Joe Dealer’s XA1-2 corn
only because it is an 88-day corn, then the trait you are
looking for when calling other dealers is an 88-day corn.
While dealers most likely will not carry that same XA1-2
corn variety, they are more likely to carry a similar
performing organic 88-day corn. Keep in mind, the place
that you end up buying your seed from counts towards
your seed search. Additionally, seed catalogs count
towards your OSS requirements in lieu of calling seed
dealers, but the catalogs must be available at your inspector
to veiw during your inspection. This means that aside from
the place you purchased your seed, two additional places
must be contacted.

VERIFYING NON-ORGANIC SEED
In case you were thinking that an organic seed search
was all that is needed when using non-organic seed, the
rule also requires that seeds and their accompanying
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records verify no prohibited inputs have been applied to the
seed and that the seed is GMO-free. For non-GMO
verification, NICS only requires verification for seeds that are
available commercially as GMO. Aside from the most
common crops of alfalfa, corn, and soybeans, we also look at
the USDA’s APHIS website1 to determine what crops are
actually commercially available as a GMO, along with the
Non-GMO Project’s website2 that lists high-risk crops. For
verification that no prohibited inputs are applied to seed,
untreated documentation is required. NICS looks for this
verification on the seed receipt(s), tag(s), or as a stand-alone
document. The information should clearly state the seed is not
treated, or that the seed is treated with an allowed substance.
For both non-GMO and untreated information, NICS is
looking for a document that clearly states seeds are untreated
or treated with an approved material, and that the seeds are
non-GMO.
Hopefully, this helps clear up some of the information
that we review during your inspection, or at least gets pointed
in the right direction for your seed documents. As always, if
you have questions about your seed information or if the
documentation you have is sufficient, please feel free to give
NICS a call and we would be happy to assist you.

RESOURCES
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/aphis/ourfocus/biotechnology/p
ermits-notifications-petitions/petitions/petition-status
1

https://www.nongmoproject.org/gmo-facts/high-risk/

2

Contamination in Organic Production: GMO Concerns
Continued from page 9
made within even the most airtight OSP, the most likely
avenues of unintentional transmission of transgenic
material may actually occur inside of organic compliance.
Farmers, researchers, and certifiers are beginning to come
to grips with this new reality, developing novel approaches
to confront the problem. Turns out, it often comes down to
the seed.
Organic growers are required to use organic seed, but
are allowed to use non-organic seed provided they meet
the following conditions: (1) Demonstrate organic seed
cannot be found in the desired form, quality, or quantity
after contacting at least three seed dealers; (2) provide
verification showing the seed has not been treated with a
prohibited substance; and (3), provide verification the seed
was not produced using GE methods. Farmers are not,
however, required to test their non-organic seeds for the
presence of GE contamination before purchasing or
planting. But, with every indication that non-GMO seed

has been massively compromised by its GE counterparts,
there is a movement afoot to do just that.
In 2004, the Union of Concerned Scientists published a
study documenting the prevalence of GE contamination in
the nations’ seed industry7. Their investigation, only eight
years after the first commercialized GMO varieties had
been released into the market, found that 100% of
traditional canola varieties had some GMO contamination,
as did up to 83% of soybeans, and 83% of corn. The levels
of contamination were fairly low, ranging from .01% to 1%,
but showed conclusively, even in 2004, that the “seeds of
traditional varieties bought from the same retailers used by
U.S. farmers are pervasively contaminated by low levels of
[transgenic] DNA sequences.” Since that time, there have
been few noticeable attempts to quantify the extent or
progression of the contamination on the non-GE seed
industry. The 2014 Food and Water Watch survey reports a
median contamination rate of 3% from 31% of respondents,
but these are self-reported findings and have not been
statistically verified. It would stand to reason that
contamination rates are increasing. In 2004, GM corn
varieties accounted for 45% of U.S. production. Today, this
has more than doubled, putting organic farms at an evercontinued on page 12
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Contamination in Organic Production: GMO Concerns
continued from page 11

guidelines.
Beyond any regulatory directive to compel growers to
GMO test their seed, sourcing non-organic seed from
companies who already provide buyers documented
assurances of non-GMO purity levels seems a likely best
practice. This is, in fact, first on the NOP’s list of
acknowledged preventative practices organic producers
may use to avoid contact with GMOs (Policy Memo 11-13,
“Clarification of Existing Regulations Regarding the Use of
Genetically Modified Organisms in Organic Agriculture”).
By doing so, not only can producers protect the organic
integrity of their farms, but they can also establish a higher
demand for such products in the marketplace - leading to
greater supply, increased choice, and decreased costs down
the road.

greater risk for seed-borne contamination events.
To address seed-borne GMO contamination risk, a
proposal was submitted at the most recent National
Organic Standards Board (NOSB) meeting in October 2018,
that would require all organic producers to plant corn seed
- organic and non-organic alike – which has been tested
for the presence of GE material and to report the results of
those tests to their certifier on a yearly basis8. These results
would not be punitive, the proposal contends. Instead,
they would provide farmers clarity on their starting level
of contamination and provide the organic industry a metric
to determine how best to achieve lower rates of GE
contaminated seed use. The proposal acknowledges that
while most organic seed suppliers already routinely test
their product for GE contamination, most non-organic
suppliers do not. Under the NOSB proposal, organic
farmers buying non-organic seed would be required to
either purchase from a supplier who does test for GMO
contamination levels or test each variety at their own
expense. Due to the lengthy approval process of any
proposed changes to NOP regulations, it is unlikely we
will be seeing these changes anytime soon. However, the
recommendation signals an awareness of the current
problem afflicting the nation’s seed supply and the desire
to find a solution within the framework of current NOP
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Another approach to reduce exposure to GE inflicted
crop damage is in the development of new corn varieties
designed to reject GE pollen, thereby reducing occurrences
of unintended cross-pollination. The NOP organic
regulations require the use of buffers which are “sufficient
. . . to prevent the possibility of unintended contact by
prohibited substances applied to adjacent land.”9 Buffers
are an essential component of any effective plan to
minimize the hazards posed by GE material transmission,
as prohibited substances include cross-pollination from
GMO crops. Unfortunately, buffers cannot guarantee
complete protection.
Even using the recommended
Canadian organic buffer standard, a separation distance of
984 feet, corn cross-pollination may still occur at a rate of
0.5%. Extend that buffer out to 1640 feet (almost a third of
a mile) and you will still be getting outcrosses at a rate of
0.1%10. One recent German study even found corn pollen
can travel as much as 2.75 miles under the right
conditions11.
However, while corn pollen is both prolific and highly
dispersive, it carries within it genetic markers allowing
other corn plants to identify and asses its compatibility as a
pollination partner. This ability for corn plants to reject
pollen of an unsuitable match first came to light nearly a
century ago when popcorn growers documented their
popcorns’ inability to cross with nearby field corn12. Later
on, research identified the cause of this apparent
incompatibility. Lately, plant breeders have begun to
introduce these traits into new field corn varieties through
traditional breeding methods, creating varieties with the
ability to block GM contamination at the site of
fertilization. “PuraMaize,” was the first variety to come to
market, and is the most widely known of the GM blocking
corns. First appearing in 2012, this hybrid was the result of
over 10 years of traditional plant breeding. Recently,

Contamination in Organic Production: GMO Concerns
Continued from page 11
however, additional varieties have been making their way
into the hands of farmers looking for ways to maximize the
effectiveness of their organic integrity protocols. Spurred
on by researchers Frank Kutka in North Dakota, Major
Goodman in North Carolina, and others, a handful of open
pollinated varieties have been developed and are being
rolled out for the 2019 planting season. Among these are:
“1776,“ a synthetic open pollinated dent, “Rebellion,” a
yellow dent, and “Zdrowie,” an orange flint. More varieties
can be expected to be introduced to market as seed
populations increase over the next few years. So far, the
GM blocking corns have shown themselves to be highly
effective at reducing GE contamination in the field, giving
farmers an innovative tool to wield in combating this
common contamination avenue.
Currently, there is no regulatory structure governing
the contamination of certified organic crops by GMO
producers. The burden of prevention lies solely upon the
organic producer, as do the resulting costs. Having a
robust OSP, with detailed practices designed to prevent
contamination from excluded GE materials and methods,
is a good place to start. And yet, management practices
may not always be sufficient to ensure levels of purity
required by buyers, especially if starting with GMO
contaminated seed.
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By using organic seed which has been verified to a
certain minimal level of GE contamination and/or seeking
out varieties that can resist GE fertilization, producers can
increase their chances for acceptance into more lucrative,
markets - while at the same time enhancing the long-term
viability of organic agriculture. And surely this is a win,
win, if ever there was one.
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Inspection Reflection
David Hettenbach, Staff Inspector
Inspectors have a unique position in the certification
process, in that, they may be the only person a producer sees
from the office all year. While it is our job as inspectors to
visit producers to review records, observe, and report what
has happened in the last year, we do get to have a little fun
at inspections as we get to know our producers and hear
about their year. I’m always amazed at the variety of people
we certify, from so many backgrounds, and with many
colorful opinions and experiences. With all the different
folks we visit there are many laughable moments each year.
Just for fun, we’d like to share some of those with you.

When you look at it from an outsider's perspective,
describing an organic inspection can sound a little strange. If
you’ve never met the inspector before, producers are
basically meeting someone for the first time (briefly!), then
inviting the inspector to sit in their house for 4 hours to go
through all of their stuff, including financial information! I
had an experience this year where I arrived at the farm and
the producer wasn’t done milking. No problem, I was a little
bit early, so the producer pointed me to the house and said
“head on in, my wife’s at work and the kids are off to
school...door’s unlocked.” I double checked to make sure
this was alright, headed into the house, and sat down at the
kitchen table to set up for the inspection. About a minute or
so later four kids came trouncing down the stairs to get
ready to leave for school. Needless-to-say, the younger ones
were a bit startled to see a complete stranger sitting at their
kitchen table! Turns out they had a late start, and their dad
didn’t know about it. The kids and I chatted, as they ate
breakfast, and everyone got off to school alright.
Sometimes during inspections the adults are so focused
on the inspection that their kids take advantage of this to get
up to some mischief. One NICS inspector came out of an
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inspection to find that the kids had taken the liberty of doing
a little redecorating to her car with sidewalk chalk! The chalk
washed off with ease, the producer was apologetic (when
told about it the next year), and rather than a problem, it was
another fun inspection story to remember and share.
At one of my inspections I was in the house when I
heard a car door open and shut outside. I figured it was just
someone stopping by the farm and one of the producer’s
kids had taken care of speaking with the visitor. It gave me a
good chuckle, following the inspection, when I realized the
car door opening and closing had been the producer’s
younger children getting into my car and drinking the soda
out of the cup I had left in my car!
Other times, life gets in the way of inspection time and
the inspection has to pause for the sake of the farm. At an
inspection earlier this year, a producer was participating in
an online auction for a combine head he needed to grow a
new specialty crop he was raising. Ever try to ask a farmer
participating in an online auction a bunch of questions?
Probably about as easy as pulling a hungry cow’s nose out of
a grain bucket. Needless to say, the first couple hours of that
inspection were slow going, but it was fun hearing the
running commentary of the auction while we tried to sneak
in some certification questions. In the end, the producer got
the combine head, and the inspection went on smoothly
from there.
I arrived at one inspection only to find everyone on the
farm gone, except for a 10-year-old boy. On top of that, the
pigs had gotten out of the barn and were roaming freely
outside the barn. I had never met this producer, but thought,
surely we don’t certify a 10-year-old pig farmer?! The 10year-old sheepishly asked if I could help him get the pigs

back in, which I did. Together, we got the pigs in just in time for
his dad to get home and get the inspection going.

There are countless other funny stories that come from
inspections over the years. These kinds of stories and
experiences we have with producers while on the road are what
humanize the work we do and make it all worth it. Thank you
to all of our producers who welcome inspectors into their
homes and treat us with kindness and patience during
inspections. We know inspections aren’t what is considered
“fun” (has anyone ever gotten into farming for the paperwork?).
These gestures don’t go unnoticed by inspectors and certainly
aren’t forgotten. We hope everyone has a great winter, and look
forward to visiting you all again in the new year!

PRODUCER MEETINGS 2019
Berlin, Ohio – 9 AM

Hillsboro, WI – 10 AM

Saturday, February 2
The Farmstead Restaurant
757 Township Rd. 366

Wednesday, February 13
Beezer’s
1235 Water Ave.

Shipshewana, IN – 10 AM Lancaster, WI – 9 AM
Saturday, February 2
Michiana Event Center
0455 E Farver St.

Wednesday, February 13
Karla’s Kitchen
103 N. Madison St.

Buffalo, MO – 9 AM

Coloma, WI – 10 AM

Monday, February 4
Mennonite School
12 Winding Creek Dr.

Monday, February 18
Coloma Village Hall
155 N. Front St.

St. Charles, MN – 9 AM

Osseo, WI – 9 AM

NICS will be represented at the following conferences in 2019:

Tuesday, February 5
Amish Market Square
2850 Whitewater Ave.

Tuesday, February 19
Norske Nook
13804 7th St.

MINNESOTA ORGANIC CONFERENCE

Edgewood, IA – 9 AM

Bonduel, WI – 10 AM

Tuesday, February 5
Café Rose
119 N. Washington St.

Tuesday, February 19
Red Rooster Restaurant
237 S. Cecil St.

Hazleton, IA – 9 AM

Granton, WI – 2 PM

OGRAIN CONFERENCE

Wednesday, February 6
Eli Hershberger’s
1146 Fairbank Amish Blvd.

Tuesday, February 19
Granton Town Hall
127 Maple St.

Madison, WI
January 25-26

Wilton, WI – 9 AM

Woodville, WI – 10 AM

NICS on the Road
CONFERENCES 2019

St. Cloud, MN
January 10-11

PRACTICAL FARMERS OF IOWA
Ames, IA
Jan 17-19

NORTHERN MICHIGAN SMALL FARM CONFERENCE
Traverse City, MI
January 25-26

Monday, February 11
Wilton Village Hall
400 Wilton St.

Wednesday, February 20
Woodville Town Hall
102 S. Main St.

NORTHERN INDIANA GRAZING CONFERENCE
Shipshewana, IN
February 1-2

Organic Fraud and Consequences
contined from page 7

ORGANIC GRAIN CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
Champaign, IL
February 13-14

MOSES CONFERENCE
LaCrosse, WI
February 21-23

BAUER SCHUHL
Loganville, WI
March 6-7

RESOURCES
• NOP International Trade Arrangements & Agreements: Audit
Report 01601-0001-21” (September 2017) usda.gov. Accessed
November 2018. https://www.usda.gov/oig/webdocs/01601-000121.pdf
• Foley, Rylan J. “Lawyer: Missuri Farmer was Leader of Organic
Fraud Scheme,” APNews (October 12, 2018):
https://www.apnews.com/7d997e16ce814fc2a3d35c8d3b5ea7d8
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A LONG ANTICIPATED RULE CHANGE
Elizabeth Tigan, Certification Manager
The end of 2018 saw first notice of amendments and
removals to the National List which had been
recommended by the NOSB over the past 18 years, as far
back as the November 17, 2000 NOSB meeting. These
changes were published in the National Register on
December 27, 2018. The majority of the changes come into
effect on January 28, 2019. A few of the changes may be seen
as dramatic shifts, with those changes slated to come into
full implementation on December 27, 2019.
Three new substances have been added to $205.601
Synthetic Substances Used in Organic Crop Production:
Hypochlorous Acid, Magnesium Oxide, and Squid
Byproducts. The restriction for Micronutrient use has also
changed, now allowing producers to find other verifiable
methods for showing deficiency. There has also been an
addition of the biopesticide rotenone to Nonsynthetic
Substances Prohibited for Use in Organic Crop Production
at $205.206.
Notable changes to $205.603 Synthetic Substances
Allowed for Use in Organic Livestock Production include
the addition of Activated Charcoal, calcium borogluconate,
calcium propionate, hypochlorous acid, kaolin pectin,
mineral oil, injectable vitamins, trace minerals and
electrolytes, propylene glycol, acidified sodium chlorite and
zinc sulfate. Changes have been made to the restrictions for
Chlorhexidine, parasiticides, fenbendazole, moxidectin and
xylazine as well as lidocaine and procaine, methionine and
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excipients in general. In the livestock category,
parasiticide ivermectin has been removed from the list.

There were also a number of changes to $205.605
Nonagricultural Substances Allowed as Ingredients in or on
Processed Products Labeled as “Organic” or “Made With
Organic (Specified Food Group(s))”. This section also saw
additions of hypochlorous acid, potassium lactate and
sodium lactate. There were also changes to the restrictions for
Alginic Acid, flavors, carnauba wax, cellulose and chlorine. A
substance from $205.605, Glycerin, has been elevated to the
status of an agricultural product and moved down to
$205.606.
Changes were also made to the listings in $205.606
Nonorganically Produced Agricultural Products Allowed as
Ingredients in or on Processed Products Labeled as
“Organic”. In the past, listings for colors were designated by
Chemical Abstract Services (CAS) numbers but now the
annotation is in the binomial nomenclature of the agricultural
source of the color. For instance, instead of listing Elderberry
juice color like this: (9) Elderberry juice color (pigment CAS
#'s: 528-58-5, 528-53-0, 643-84-5, 134-01-0, 1429-30-7, and 13404-3). It can now be listed like this: 9. Elderberry juice
color—derived from Sambucus nigra L.
NICS will issue updated copies of the NOP rule with our
Initial Review Letters. To view changes online, you may go to:
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/textidx?SID=fad4d3548a8b94d6a5eee810c63a3c0d&mc=true&node=pt7.3.205
&rgn=div5
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